Keen to contribute to
the future of heritage?
Register your interest to work on largescale archaeological projects in 2022
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GML Heritage is recruiting
archaeologists
GML Heritage has a range of upcoming archaeological projects that will contribute to
significant research and public archaeology outcomes in NSW.
If you are an archaeologist looking for exciting employment opportunities in 2022 why
not register your interest with us?

About the roles
We have a range of opportunities for archaeologists of all levels of experience and
technical expertise. You might be just starting out or you have several years’ experience
working on archaeological sites. Perhaps you’re a field archaeologist, a site or trench
supervisor, or you might be an artefact specialist and worked on post excavation
analysis.
We are interested in hearing from a people with a diverse range of specialist skills in
archaeology. We can offer roles to suit your availability and preferences. A range of
contracts are on offer, including casual, temporary, full-time and part-time.
At a minimum you will have a degree in archaeology or a related discipline, a passion for
Australian archaeology, and a desire to work on large-scale high profile archaeology
projects.

About GML Heritage
GML Heritage was established in Sydney over 30 years ago. Today the company has
offices in Sydney, Canberra and Melbourne and a large multidisciplinary team of
consultants offering a diverse range of heritage services.
Our team includes archaeologists, heritage experts, designers, architects, urban
planners, historians and interpretation specialists. Over our 30+ years we have delivered
more than 7000 heritage projects in Australia and internationally.
Our work includes some of Australia’s most important historical and Aboriginal
archaeology projects, including Parramatta Light Rail, The Rocks YHA, Arthur Phillip High
School, Little Lon, and Wynyard Walk. We collaborate with clients and across disciplines,
with communities and with First Nations Peoples through archaeology assessment,
investigation, and survey.
Our team understand that each project is different. Our curious culture, passionate
people and archive of projects, ensures that we deliver creative, practical solutions for
our clients, communities and heritage.
Our clients return to us for our professionalism, expertise and reputation.
Learn more about how we help our clients at gml.com.au.
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About the projects
GML will commence several archaeological projects in Parramatta, Sydney and Western
Sydney in 2022. The works are components of large-scale, significant projects.
The sites have potential for significant archaeology associated with convict and early
colonial settlement, and nineteenth domestic, commercial and industrial archaeology.
There is also potential for significant Aboriginal archaeology.
The archaeological projects are starting in March 2022, ongoing throughout the year and
into 2023. There will be several intakes of archaeologists over this time.
What we offer
Engagement in Australian public archaeology:
•

Large scale, high profile, and significant archaeology projects

•

Contribute to research and public archaeology objectives
Future opportunities:

•

Strong pipeline of project work

•

Potential for work on other projects
Professional growth:

•

Work with established and well-regarded GML team and excavation directors

•

Opportunity to work with and learn from our team and specialists

We want to hear from you
Send us an email and attach your CV to register your interest in future archaeological
roles.
In your email, tell us:
•
•
•
•
•

what type of work you would be available for (casual, full time etc)
when you are available to work.
whether you are a sole trader or if you want to be employed directly with us.
your level of experience.
your technical skills (eg—site planning, survey, artefact analysis etc).

Before you send your email, please:
•
•

Include SYDARCH in the subject line, so your expression of interest goes to the right
person.
Attach your updated CV.

Send your email and attached CV to recruitment@gml.com.au. We will be recruiting to
projects that commence early 2022 and beyond. Please note GML will require all our
staff and subcontractors to provide evidence of their vaccination status.
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